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Large scale street atlas with street level detail includes community profile, individual community maps, index on corresponding map pages,
places of interest and more street map coverage of all communities in Middlesex County. Areas include Arlington, Bedford, Cambridge,
Concord, Framingham, Lowell, Natick, Somerville, Waltham & Woburn.
A boy awakens in the Afterlife, with a pocketful of vague memories, a key, a raven, and a mysterious atlas to guide him as he sets out to
piece together what happened, and try to find his way home ... Twig is alone as a newly-made street kid after his dad goes missing. But when
he meets Flea, a cheerful pickpocket, the pair become fast friends. Together, Twig and Flea raise themselves on the crime-ridden streets,
taking what they need and giving the rest to the even-poorer. Life is good, as long as they have each other. But then Twig wakes up in the
Afterlife with just a handful of memories from Earth and one big question ... how did he get there? Loyalty will be tested, and a cruel twist of
fate will lead to an act of ultimate betrayal in this epic story that spans a city, a decade, and the divide of life and death itself. From the awardwinning author of The Bone Sparrow.
Street food is one of the most amazing culinary success stories of the twenty-first century, defying globalization and the spread of
multinational fast-food franchises. Fresh, cheap, plentiful, and varied, street food offers urban residents a cornucopia of choices. Food that
was once obtainable only on Saharan roadsides is now available in New York City, and Patagonian village recipes can be picked up in
downtown Hong Kong. Millions of people all over the world eat street food every day, and their numbers are rising rapidly. The World Atlas of
Street Foodidentifies the best places around the globe to find street food and surveys the mouth-watering range of food and drink being
purveyed. Organized geographically and sumptuously illustrated, the book covers North America, the Caribbean, South America, Europe,
Africa, the Middle East, Asia, and Australasia. For several major cities in each region, Carol Wilson and Sue Quinn describe what the locals
eat in the best and most established food markets. The authors suggest which trademark delicacies to try and selected recipes are featured
to enable readers to re-create the stand-out dishes at home. The most complete guide of its kind, The World Atlas of Street Food belongs on
the shelf of everyone who craves an imaginative, original alternative to homogeneous fare.
Based on the author's online photography project, this stunning collection features portraits of 500 women from more than 50 countries,
accompanied by revelatory captions that capture their personal stories. Since 2013 photographer Mihaela Noroc has traveled the world with
her backpack and camera taking photos of everyday women to showcase the diversity of beauty all around us. The Atlas of Beauty is a
collection of her photographs celebrating women from all corners of the world, revealing that beauty is everywhere, and that it comes in many
different sizes and colors. Noroc's colorful and moving portraits feature women in their local communities, ranging from the Amazon rainforest
to London city streets, and from markets in India to parks in Harlem, visually juxtaposing the varied physical and social worlds these women
inhabit. Packaged as a gift-worthy, hardcover book, The Atlas of Beauty presents a fresh perspective on the global lives of women today.
This A-Z map of Southampton features 50 pages of street mapping extending to include: -Eastleigh-Fawley-Hythe-Romsey-Southampton
Airport-Totton-Chandler's Ford-Hamble-le-Rice-Hedge End-North Baddesley-Swaythling-West EndA large scale city centre map of
Southampton is also included.Postcode districts, one-way streets, safety cameras with speed limits and National Park boundaries are
featured on the mapping.The index section lists streets; selected flats, walkways and places of interest; place, area and station names;
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hospitals and hospices covered by this atlas.
Nearly thirty years after the end of the Cold War, its legacy and the accompanying Russian-American tension continues to loom large.
Russia’s access to detailed information on the United States and its allies may not seem so shocking in this day of data clouds and leaks, but
long before we had satellite imagery of any neighborhood at a finger’s reach, the amount the Soviet government knew about your family’s
city, street, and even your home would astonish you. Revealing how this was possible, The Red Atlas is the never-before-told story of the
most comprehensive mapping endeavor in history and the surprising maps that resulted. From 1950 to 1990, the Soviet Army conducted a
global topographic mapping program, creating large-scale maps for much of the world that included a diversity of detail that would have
supported a full range of military planning. For big cities like New York, DC, and London to towns like Pontiac, MI and Galveston, TX, the
Soviets gathered enough information to create street-level maps. What they chose to include on these maps can seem obvious like locations
of factories and ports, or more surprising, such as building heights, road widths, and bridge capacities. Some of the detail suggests early
satellite technology, while other specifics, like detailed depictions of depths and channels around rivers and harbors, could only have been
gained by actual Soviet feet on the ground. The Red Atlas includes over 350 extracts from these incredible Cold War maps, exploring their
provenance and cartographic techniques as well as what they can tell us about their makers and the Soviet initiatives that were going on all
around us. A fantastic historical document of an era that sometimes seems less distant, The Red Atlas offers an uncanny view of the world
through the eyes of Soviet strategists and spies.
Streets have always drawn the attention of photographers. As both defining features of urban landscapes and places for all varieties of
chance encounter, they offer a nearly endless combination of static and moving elements that are the stuff of stunning photography--as the
photographers in Road Atlas show brilliantly. From classic New York City street scenes by Helen Levitt to the works of the more
contemporary street photographers, including, among others, Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Beat Streuli, and Pieter Hugo, Road Atlas presents a
survey of the very best of street photography. Captured here is the everyday bustle of streets, sidewalks, and alleyways from Tokyo to São
Paulo and beyond, offering tantalizing glimpses of buildings and their inhabitants, people immersed in their daily activities--shedding light, in
the process, on poverty and prosperity, stagnation and vanishing urban spaces, and sometimes even of radical change. Through the
practiced eyes of the twenty-eight artists showcased here, streets are threads linking cities and bringing people together yet also tokens of
the distances that separate them and consign them to solitude. With more than 100 photographs from the renowned DZ Bank art collection in
Frankfurt, Road Atlas captures both the oft-overlooked moments of everyday life and the distinctive character of cities worldwide. It
accompanies an exhibition that will also be shown at the Opelvillen Rüsselsheim and the Kunstmuseum Dieselkraftwerk Cottbus.
What were the ten most fantastic knockouts in boxing history? Which pugilist had the greatest jab of all time? What were the sport's most
intense rivalries? Who scored the biggest upsets in the sport's annals? Which fighters have the best nicknames? These questions and many
others are answered in this bold collection of ranked lists from two of boxing's most popular commentators. Each list has an introductory
paragraph followed by a number of ranked entries, with each entry featuring a brief explanation of ranking plus entertaining and enlightening
background information. Also included are original lists contributed exclusive to this book by more than 25 top personalities from boxing and
beyond, including Muhammad Ali, Joe Frazier, George Foreman, Oscar De La Hoya, Bernard Hopkins, and more.
A celebration and memorial of the greatest era of heavyweight fighters from 1962 to 1997, as witnessed ringside by an International Boxing
Hall of Fame sportswriter. Once upon a time, of all the memories made in ballparks and arenas from California to New York, there was
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nothing to rival that magic moment that could grab a heavyweight fight crowd by its collective jugular vein and trigger a tsunami of raw
emotion before a single punch had even been thrown. That’s the way it was when the heavyweight giants danced in the boxing ring during
the golden eras of the greats Ali, Frazier, Holmes, and Spinks, to name a few. There will never again be a heavyweight cycle like the one that
began when Sonny Liston stopped Floyd Patterson and ended when Mike Tyson bit a slice out of Evander Holyfield’s ear; when no ersatz
drama, smoke, mirrors, and noise followed a fighter’s entry into the ring; when the crowds knew that these men were not actors on a stage
but rather giants in a ring with a single purpose—to fight other giants. By the ringside, acclaimed sportswriter Jerry Izenberg watched history
as it was being made during those legendary days, witnessing fights like the Thrilla in Manila and the Rumble in the Jungle and preserving
them in punchy yet tremendous prose. Delivering both his eyewitness accounts and revelatory back stories of this greatest era of
heavyweight boxing, Izenberg invites readers to a place of recollection. Once There Were Giants is his memorial to this extraordinary time,
the likes of which we shall never see again.
Large scale A-Z street mapping of London. This A4 street atlas offers the perfect combination of coverage and clarity, the area covered
ranges from Heathrow Airport all the way to Chingford at a scale of 4.25 inches to 1 mile, while a detailed map of Central London is at a
larger scale of 8.5 inches to 1 mile.
A wanderlust-inspiring and transporting collection of photos from some of the world's most astounding places, organized thematically—vistas,
sunrises and sunsets, city streets and urban life, tropical jungles, dramatic architectural facades, food stalls and restaurants, and more—from
the premier online curator of travel photography. As much an armchair travel companion as a guide to planning your next trip, My Tiny Atlas
contains more than 200 lush, surprising, and stunning photos, along with stories about far-flung locales and tips for experiencing a new
location like a local. From Tiny Atlas Quarterly—one of the most trusted sources for authentic, unusual, and inspiring travel photography—this
book takes you to every continent and all corners of the world, from Paris, San Francisco, London, and Buenos Aires to the Arctic Circle,
Tanzania, Tahiti, and Mongolia. My Tiny Atlas visually explores new destinations with an intimate, insider's view—not of the usual monuments
and tourist attractions, but of the real people, mouth-watering food, verdant flora, bustling streets, wild animals, epic views, lazy rivers,
architectural gems, and other details that make you feel what it's like to truly be in another place, whether or not you ever leave home.
The only atlas with all the named streets in Norfolk. Updated edition for 2016 with new business parks and estates added. From Philip's, the
UK's leading publisher of county street atlases. Street maps show car parks, schools, hospitals and many other places of interest. Practical
route-planning section showing all A and B roads. BECCLES, GREAT YARMOUTH, KING'S LYNN, NORWICH, THETFORD, Attleborough,
Aylsham, Brundall, Bungay, Caister-on-Sea, Cromer, Dersingham, Diss, Downham Market, Fakenham, Harleston, Heacham, Hemsby,
Hunstanton, Lakenheath, Loddon, North Walsham, Sheringham, Swaffham, Watton, Wells-next-the-Sea, Wisbech, Wymondham This fully
updated Philip's street atlas of Norfolk gives comprehensive and detailed coverage of the region in a convenient spiral-bound format. The
route planner shows all the A and B roads, and can be used when driving to get close to the destination before turning to the relevant largescale street map. The street maps show every named road, street and lane very clearly, with major roads picked out in colour. The maps are
at a standard scale of 3.5 inches to 1 mile. Norwich city centre is shown at 7 inches to 1 mile. Other information on the maps includes
postcode boundaries, car parks, railway and bus stations, post offices, schools, colleges, hospitals, police and fire stations, places of worship,
leisure centres, footpaths and bridleways, camping and caravan sites, golf courses, and many other places of interest. The comprehensive
index lists street names and postcodes, plus schools, hospitals, railway stations, shopping centres and other such features picked out in red,
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with other places of interest shown in blue. Philip's Street Atlas Norfolk is suitable for both business and leisure use.
A futuristic tale set in a long-lost fictional city similar to post-colonial Hong Kong follows the efforts of a team of archaeologists to reconstruct
its metropolis through historical maps, documents and artifacts that are translated through anecdotal experiences and social commentary.
Finding your way around Bali has never been easier! This newly revised Street Atlas from Periplus, Asia's leading book and map Publisher, is
designed for Bali residents and visitors. It is the first and only atlas of Bali produced to world-class cartographic standards. All roads are colorcoded with major arteries in bright yellow and orange. All key landmarks are highlighted — including beaches, temples, hotels, shops,
restaurants, shopping malls, consulates, government offices, hospitals, clinics, police stations, schools, parks, banks, and golf courses.
Towns and tourist areas are shown at scales of 1:10,000 to 1:15,000 to provide detailed coverage of these important areas. Other parts of the
island are shown at scales of 1:60,000 or 1:75,000 for ease of reference and minimum page-flipping. User-friendly indexes at the back list all
streets, towns, villages, and buildings for quick reference. COMPREHENSIVE: Covers every major town and tourist area in Bali.
INFORMATIVE: Gives precise locations of popular sights, including hotels, restaurants, temples, shopping malls, and other essential
landmarks. PRACTICAL: The handy size, well-designed key maps, and comprehensive indexes help you find your destination quickly.
RELIABLE: The maps in this atlas are thoroughly researched and regularly updated by Periplus — the leading publisher of Asia Pacific maps.

This revised Philip's Street Atlas Somerset gives comprehensive and detailed coverage of the county. The route planner
shows all the A and B roads, and can be used when driving to get close to the destination before turning to the relevant
large-scale street map.The street maps show every named road, street and lane very clearly, with major roads picked out
in colour. The maps are at a scale of 1.75 inches to 1 mile, with larger scale maps at a scale of 3.5 inches to 1 mile.
Bristol and Bath city centres are shown at 7 inches to 1 mile.Other information on the maps includes postcode
boundaries, car parks, railway and bus stations, post offices, schools, colleges, hospitals, police and fire stations, places
of worship, leisure centres, footpaths and bridleways, camping and caravan sites, golf courses, and many other places of
interest.The comprehensive index lists street names and postcodes, plus schools, hospitals, railway stations, shopping
centres and other such features picked out in red, with other places of interest shown in blue.
This atlas of Mansfield, Kirkby-in-Ashfield and Sutton-in-Ashfield features 64 pages of coloured street mapping with
coverage extending to: -Bolsover, Whaley, Whaley Thorns, Norton, Budby, New Ollerton, Edwinstowe, Clipstone,
Rainworth, Blidworth, Ravenshead, Newstead, Selston, Brinsley, Ripley, Belper, Swanwick, Alfreton, Higham, Clay Cross
and Grassmoor.Postcode districts and one-way streets are featured on the mapping.The index section of the atlas lists
streets, selected flats, walkways and places of interest, place and area names, hospitals and hospices covered by this
atlas.
A memoir by the noted boxing trainer detailing his odyssey from juvenile delinquent to boxer, his work with boxers Mike
Tyson and Michael Moorer, his relationship with Sammy Gravano, and his encounters with the high-stakes world of
sports.
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A comprehensive street map of London, England. In book form.
"Of all the people who have affected by my life and influence the choices I've made, none has been more important than
my father." So begins the autobiography of legendary boxing trainer and commentator Teddy Atlas, who grew from the
rebellious son of a doctor to a man who embraces, and lives by, his father's values and code. In this gritty, spellbinding
tale, Atlas recounts his fascinating life -- as a juvenile delinquent on the streets of Staten Island; as a boxer and Golden
Gloves champion under the tutelage of famed trainer Cus D'Amato; as a companion to the dangerous, unpredictable
Sammy "the Bull" Gravano, up until the day Gravano turned rat and brought down crime boss John Gotti; and as a trainer
of champions and contenders, among them fourteen-year-old Mike Tyson and heavyweight Michael Moorer, whom he
led to the crown with a win over Evander Holyfield. Equally engrossing are Teddy Atlas's accounts of training dancer and
choreographer Twyla Tharp for her successful comeback at age forty-two; his work with actor Willem Dafoe, preparing
him for his role as a concentration camp boxer in the film Triumph of the Spirit; his journey to Poland to choreograph the
film's boxing scenes; and his own performance in movies such as Play It to the Bone. In sharing his stories, Atlas reveals
the philosophy by which he lives. Like Teddy Atlas -- inimitable, tough, honest, and wise -- this book inspires. It is about
so much more than boxing. It is a story of overcoming hardships, of compassion for those in need, of tremendous
personal integrity, and of personal and professional triumph.
"An atmospheric, slow-burning beauty of a book, rich with raw-edged lyricism and achingly real characters." —Tana
French, author of The Searcher Small-town secrets loom large in this spellbinding debut about the aftershocks of crime
and trauma that shake a Nebraskan town. In a dusty town in Nebraska’s rugged sandhills, weary sheriff’s deputy Harley
Jensen patrols the streets at night, on the lookout for something—anything—out of the ordinary. It’s July 1978, and the
heat is making people ornery, restless. That and the Reddick family patriarch has decided, decades after authorities
ended the search for his murdered boy’s body, to lay a headstone. Instead of bringing closure, this decision is the spark
that threatens to set Pickard County ablaze. On a fateful night after the memorial service, Harley tails the youngest
Reddick and town miscreant, Paul, through the abandoned farms and homes outside their run-down town. The pursuit
puts Harley in the path of Pam Reddick, a restless young woman looking for escape, bent on cutting the ties of
motherhood and marriage. Filled with desperate frustration, Pam is drawn to Harley’s dark history, not unlike that of her
husband, Rick—a man raised in the wreckage of a brother’s violent death and a mother’s hardened fury. Unfolding over
six tense days, Pickard County Atlas sets Harley and the Reddicks on a collision course—propelling them toward an
incendiary moment that will either redeem or end them. Engrossing, darkly funny, and real, Chris Harding Thornton’s
debut rings with authenticity and a nuanced sense of place even as it hums with menace, introducing an astonishing new
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voice in suspense.
Unlike The Literary Atlas of Cairo, which focuses on the literary geopolitics of the cityscape, this companion volume
immerses the reader in the complex network of socioeconomic and cultural lives in the city. The seven chapters first
introduce the reader to representations of some of Cairo's prominent profiles, both political and cultural, and their impact
on the city's literary geography, before presenting a spectrum of readings of the city by its multiethnic, multinational, and
multilingual writers across class, gender, and generation. Daunting images of colonial school experiences and startling
contrasts of postcolonial educational realities are revealed, while Cairo's moments of political participation and
oppression are illustrated, as well as the space accorded to women within the city across history and class. The city's
marginals are placed on its literary map, alongside representations of the relationship between writing and drugs, and the
places, paraphernalia, and products of the drug world across class and time.
This Washington Post ""Best Book of the Year"" grapples with the complexities of the second–generation American experience,
what it means to be a woman of color in the workplace, and a sister, a wife, and a mother to daughters in today's America. When a
woman—known only as Mother—moves her family from Atlanta to its wealthy suburbs, she discovers that neither the times nor the
people have changed since her childhood in a small Southern town. Despite the intervening decades, Mother is met with the same
questions: Where are you from? No, where are you really from? The American–born daughter of Bengali immigrants, she finds
that her answer?Here?is never enough. Mother's simmering anger breaks through one morning, when, during a violent and
unfounded police raid on her home, she finally refuses to be complacent. As she lies bleeding from a gunshot wound, her thoughts
race from childhood games with her sister and visits to cousins in India, to her time in the newsroom before having her three
daughters, to the early days of her relationship with a husband who now spends more time flying business class than at home.
Drawing inspiration from the author's own terrifying experience of a raid on her home, Devi S. Laskar's debut novel explores, in
exquisite, lyrical prose, an alternate reality that might have been. "The entire novel takes place over the course of a single
morning... and the effect is devastatingly potent." —Marie Claire "Devi S. Laskar's The Atlas of Reds and Blues is as narratively
beautiful as it is brutal... I've never read a novel that does nearly as much in so few pages." —Kiese Laymon, author of Heavy
Collects street photographs from noted photographers of cities around the world, from New York and Sao Paolo to Paris and
Sydney.
What makes a place? Rebecca Solnit reinvents the traditional atlas, searching for layers of meaning & connections of experience
across San Francisco.
Since the industrial revolution, innovations in transportation technology have continued to re-shape the spatial organization and
temporal occupation of the built environment. Today, autonomous vehicles (AVs, also referred to as self-driving cars) represent
the next disruptive innovation in mobility, with particularly profound impacts for cities. At a moment of the fast-paced development
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of AVs by auto-making companies around the world, policymakers, planners, and designers need to anticipate and address the
many questions concerning the impacts of this new technology on urbanism and society at large. Conceived as a speculative atlas
–a roadmap to unknown territories– this book presents a series of drawings and text that unpack the potential impacts of AVs on
scales ranging from the metropolis to the street. The work is both grounded in a study of the history of urban transportation and
current trajectories of technological innovation, and informed by an open-ended attitude of future envisioning and design. Through
the drawings and essays, Driverless Urban Futures invites readers into a debate of how our future infrastructure could benefit all
members of the public and levels of society.
This atlas of Hastings, Bexhill, Battle, St. Leonards, Rye and Winchelsea has 38 pages of coloured street mapping that extends to:
-Westfield, Doleham Station, Icklesham, Bowlers Town, Camber, Winchelsea Beach, Fairlight Cove, Cooden Beach, Russell's
Green and Crowhurst.Postcode districts, one-way streets and safety camera locations with their maximum speed limit are featured
on the mapping.The index section lists streets, selected flats, walkways and places of interest, place, area and station names,
hospitals and hospices covered by this atlas.
Large scale atlas with street level detail and a comprehensive index on 228 pages.
American Map puts you in control by supplying the "big picture" as well as the details. Meticulously researched and continually
updated, each map features the latest road changes, easy-to-use reference keys, color-coding and a comprehensive index.

Take a colorful tour of 500 eye-poppingly brilliant spots around the world with The Rainbow Atlas. Spanning natural
phenomena, architectural wonders, art installations, and more, the contents of this book range from the pink salt lakes of
Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula to the eye-catching home façades of Cobh, Ireland. Spectacularly colorful and packed with
dreamy photographs, The Rainbow Atlas introduces readers to the most vibrant landmarks the world has to offer. •
Entries offer surprising facts and expert advice on when to visit these surreal settings. • Provides readers with hours of
inspiration for their future adventures • Explore and learn about places like China's Rainbow Mountains and the colorful
streets of Cape Town. The Rainbow Atlas is organized by longitude, creating fun and unexpected juxtapositions. Paired
with stunning photographs of each location, The Rainbow Atlas advises readers of the best time of year to visit each spot
and explains the particularities of each riotous rainbow locale. • Spectacularly colorful and packed with dreamy rainbow
content • The perfect and unique book for adventure seekers, color enthusiasts, photographers, rainbow chasers, travel
addicts, and explorers everywhere • Add it to your collection of books like Atlas Obscura: An Explorer's Guide to the
World's Hidden Wonders by Joshua Foer, Dylan Thuras, and Ella Morton; The Bucket List: 1000 Adventures Big & Small
by Kath Stathers; and The Secret Lives of Color by Kassia St Clair
Discover the inspirational world of global street styles and the fascinating stories behind them, accompanied by hundreds
of stunning photographs. Filled with eye-catching images of 100 styles from around the globe, The World Atlas of Street
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Fashion is a celebration of those who dare to think differently. Written by acclaimed fashion historian Caroline Cox, The
World Atlas of Street Fashion celebrates the invention and creativity to be found in fashion all around the globe. From the
Chinese skinheads of Beijing to the feminist funkeiras of São Paolo, the raggare of Stockholm to the Junglists of Whistler,
this is world street style as you've never seen it before. Organized geographically by continent, this book examines street
style in all its international diversity, by tracing the many and varied ways in which it has developed in different regions of
the world, from the streets to the catwalk. From the famous to the niche, the rebellious to the downright revolutionary,
The World Atlas of Street Fashion offers a ground-breaking portrait of world street style.
DIVAn authoritative guide to the most significant artists, schools, and styles of street art and graffiti around the world/div
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